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Executive Summary

Now is the time for public procurement reform. The $2.1 trillion in annual public procurement spending already affects job quality, and reforms can motivate greater efforts among employers that seek contracts. However, procurement systems are complex and slow to evolve. We believe that reforms are achievable and consistent with the systems’ core functions and history of attention to some socioeconomic goals. This paper argues for procurement reforms focused on improving job quality and advancing racial and gender equity. And we recommend public procurement reforms that aim to ensure that more jobs are high quality, secure, and equitably accessible.

This discussion focuses on procurement through bid systems in which multiple vendors compete for the government’s business. From early practice up to now, public procurement processes consider costs as a key factor—with contracts awarded to the least expensive supplier deemed capable of fulfilling the need. In lowest responsible bidder frameworks, considerations of job quality and diversity would be discouraged. However, public systems increasingly recognize the superiority of best value procurement (BVP) methods. Overall value becomes more important than lowest purchase price. BVP has become common in public procurement across all levels of government, and this framework opens opportunities to consider factors such as job quality and race and gender equity.

Precedents in procurement policy and practice pursue goals of job quality and equity. These include compensation standards, requiring certain worker benefits, and inclusion of women and minorities. This paper reviews relevant examples, and the reform recommendations build on these long-accepted practices and well-established goals.

We also recommend the following principles and ideas to spark discussion and inform procurement changes to incentivize job quality and equity:

1. **Metrics Should Assess Outcomes for Workers Instead of Employer Inputs or Practices.** Outcome metrics focus on the ends that matter—rather than the means to those ends. Assessments of process changes or specific activities are at best indirect measures of change from the status quo. Outcome measures for workers should assess whether the intended results were achieved in terms of impacts that matter to workers. Measures of outcomes for workers clarify intended goals and provide flexibility for firms searching for pathways that are a better fit for them to achieve those goals.

2. **Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) Metrics Are Essential to Job Quality Assessments.** In too many occupations and sectors, job quality is low because accepted norms and practices devalue work performed by people of color and women. The economic toll is very high. More consequential, albeit less quantifiable, is the moral cost and loss of trust in institutions due to inequitable treatment. Progress on DEI can be accelerated by measuring and improving job quality while also assessing how different DEI groups do or do not share in improving job quality. Job quality and inclusion metrics should capture employment equity outcomes at all levels of an organization, not solely in its frontline workforce or in its ownership. The assessment for a bidding firm with good overall job quality should be
adjusted downward when job quality is not provided equitably across race, ethnicity, and
gender groups. Scores should be raised when employers are achieving more comparable job
quality across diverse groups in their workforce. With experience, relative weighting and
scoring of these factors can be derived.

3. Measures Must Be Easy to Report and Understand. A few precisely defined outcomes
that can be consistently reported from data that employers already regularly collect are
superior to a more complex set of metrics. Data and analytics that are understandable and
align with a clear set of goals are an advantage in gaining acceptance among contract
competitors, the public, and other stakeholders.

4. Outcomes Metrics Should Assess Worker Earnings, Retention, and Internal
Advancement. Based on our experience and reviewing others’ work, we propose three key
metrics.

Earnings: Wages and salaries are key contributors to economic stability and a critical
component of job quality. In addition, earnings are often correlated with other components
of job quality such as benefits packages. Although this measure is already in use in public-
sector procurement, through prevailing wage and minimum wage requirements, more
should be done to steer procurement awards to employers that pay sustainable wages.

Retention: A direct measure of workers’ dignity, agency, and respect would be a challenge
to implement, but these issues are critical to job quality. Assessing turnover and retention,
however, is a good indirect measure that will show challenges in a workplace culture.
Workers do “vote with their feet,” moving away from poorer jobs and toward higher quality
opportunities. Higher retention and lower quit rates are found at businesses that offer
higher job quality. This measure is an important gauge of whether a firm is offering higher
or lower quality jobs.

Internal Advancement: Opportunities for upward mobility are also a critical component of
job quality. Workers value professional development opportunities. Training and skill
development are valued, but the tangible benefits of actual advancement are the outcomes
that matter to workers. A raise in earnings is a practical advancement measure, and all
employers have the data already on hand to assess and report it. Based on earnings/pay
data, an advancement measure could be the share of workers who received 1.5 times or
more the average wage increases across all workers (e.g., a 7.5% jump would be the
threshold when average increase is 5%).

5. New Systems for Assessing Job Quality and Diversity Must Minimize Reporting
Burdens by Maximizing the Use of Employers’ Existing Data. To facilitate participation
and address potential resistance by firms that bid for public contracts, reporting burdens
should be minimized as much as possible. The principle of simplicity facilitates the
principle of low burden, but it is worth considering reporting burden in its own right.
Implementing job quality and DEI assessment should emphasize the use of data most
employers already have on hand. All but the smallest businesses use HR management
information system (HRMIS) or payroll processing software. These systems can report
worker identification codes along with earnings or wage rates. For equity data, businesses
with more than 100 workers are required to report to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) through Form EEO-1. Employers must have individual worker-level data to develop these reports. We have found that an HRMIS makes it possible for employers to report their workers’ race, ethnicity, and gender with ease.

6. **Reporting Systems Must Secure Personally Identifiable Information.** Many businesses may well be reluctant to share any more information than is currently required to bid on public procurement requests. Corporate officials are also hesitant to share employee-level data even if it is anonymized. A system for ingesting, analyzing, and reporting job quality and inclusion metrics must ensure data security.

7. **Employer Ratings Might Begin as Confidential to Procurement Agencies and Later Transition to Public Disclosure.** Procurement processes commonly protect trade secrets and confidential information from public disclosure. We expect that they will continue to do so. However, data related to job quality or DEI goals do not meet the standard of a trade secret, nor do summary data reveal individual confidential information. Nonetheless, it may be necessary to initially treat this information as confidential. This is a good time, however, to question whether employers should be able to bar disclosure of job quality and DEI outcome information. As this movement to include analyses of job quality—and especially job quality disaggregated by race, ethnicity, and gender in public procurement—is in its earliest stages, it may be expedient to offer confidentiality.

8. **Pilot Projects Can Demonstrate the Proof of Concept for These Procurement Reforms.** Including job quality and diversity as factors in public procurement would entail new policies and practices in a risk-averse system. To start out, public agencies could be required or encouraged to create pilot efforts. Pilot programs could guide public agencies to phase in the use of reformed approaches in procurement. The experience gained and any innovations generated could aid further job quality and DEI reporting for these and other contracted services.

Conclusion: Procurement requirements and reporting on job quality and DEI would reward exemplary employers and spur others to improve. The data needed are in the hands of employers, and rating protocols can gauge employers’ performance. This is a uniquely important time to build from this strong foundation and incorporate new policies and practices to advance crucial job quality and worker diversity priorities.
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Introduction: Now Is the Time for Public Procurement Reform

A once-in-a-lifetime opportunity has emerged to bend a massive stream of public funding toward achieving a more just and equitable economy. Reforming public procurement can play an important role in improving job quality for millions of workers and extending opportunities equitably across race, ethnicity, and gender. With $2.1 trillion in annual spending, public procurement can motivate change among employers that are awarded contracts. For example, the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act (IIJA) enacted in November 2021 was forecast to add, on average, 2 million jobs per year over a decade through $550 billion in new funding. This moment presents an urgent opportunity to align key stakeholders behind a shared agenda to build job quality and equity into public procurement.

Reforming public procurement, however, may also be a once-in-a-lifetime challenge. Procurement systems are complex and slow to change. Securing changes that make a meaningful difference will take time and effort from within these systems and require a push for reforms by policymakers, advocates, and other influencers.

This paper argues for reforms to public procurement systems to improve job quality and advance racial and gender equity, beginning with an overview of the investigative approach. Next, we review the job quality and economic equity crises and how procurement policy reform can be a powerful lever to encourage higher quality jobs and more inclusive workplaces. The paper then summarizes the current policy framework that guides public procurement systems and reviews policies and practices that have been used to advance social goals through public procurement; we discuss their relevance to the job quality and equity challenges of today. We close with a set of principles and ideas for public procurement reform and a summary conclusion. The paper is intended to be of use to procurement professionals interested in bringing job quality and equity goals to their systems as well as to a variety of actors and activists interested in strategies, practices, and policies to improve job quality and economic equity.

Approach and Methodology

This paper reflects insights gained from the development of Working Metrics, a software platform used to benchmark companies against their peers on selected job quality and employment equity characteristics. Those efforts have also included working with public agencies and anchor institutions to test that system. The paper is also informed by an extensive literature review as well as interviews with experts and practitioners in the procurement field, who discussed policies and practices that offered models for procurement reform. We had substantive discussions with more than a dozen organizations interested in building job quality and equity considerations into their procurement processes. Interviewees included representatives from local and state agencies, hospital systems, and education institutions. Although several of these
organizations were interested in piloting the system, pandemic-related disruptions prevented all but two pilots from moving forward to implementation. Nonetheless, the many interviews and the literature review yielded significant insights into how procurement systems work, their potential for advancing social goals, and the obstacles to change.

The paper also draws on the extensive experience of the Good Companies/Good Jobs Initiative (GCGJ) at the Aspen Institute Economic Opportunities Program (EOP) and The Hitachi Foundation. The Initiative investigated business models that succeeded by developing jobs of higher quality than those of its industry peers. It yielded a range of insights into the factors that influence businesses’ job design and job quality decisions. More specifically, the work enabled a deep understanding of the use of metrics in business decision-making and the variation across businesses in the availability and accuracy of key data elements. Our initial assumptions about the availability of data from employers were incorporated in early designs of Working Metrics and were subsequently confirmed when we tested the platform with employers that were diverse by sector, size, business form, and location.

We also circulated draft versions of the paper to experts to elicit feedback and reactions, and we made further revisions based on that input.

The Economic, Equity, and Job Quality Crises

There is a pressing need for new approaches that ensure far more jobs in our labor market are high quality, reasonably secure, and equitably accessible to all. Procurement policy reform presents tremendous potential to contribute to this goal.

The double blows of the COVID-19 pandemic and economic crises of 2020-21 are unique in the past century. The pandemic is the most severe global public health crisis the World Health Organization has ever declared.3 In the US alone, there have been almost 100 million cases and over 1 million deaths.4 The pandemic’s rapid onset and shutdown measures also plunged the global economy into the most punishing recession of the post-WWII era.5 The economy was stung by the steepest and deepest drop since the US began keeping quarterly data in 1947.6 More than 22 million jobs were lost (a reduction of 14.7% across just three months).7 The pandemic exacerbated food insecurity: 54 million people were classified as food insecure, including 17 million who became food insecure during the pandemic.8 The Commonwealth Fund estimated that 14.6 million people—7.7 million workers and 6.9 million of their dependents—lost employer-sponsored health insurance in the midst of the century’s greatest public health crisis.9

This economic blow compounded a four-decades-long slide in job quality. Martha Ross and Nicole Bateman’s 2019 study concluded that 53 million individuals—44% of all workers ages 18 to 64 in the country—earn low wages.10 Those figures predate the pandemic and recession. The 2020-2022 recovery in employment helped relieve the economic pain.11 Poor
job quality, however, was a primary engine of historic turnover levels—dubbed the “Great Resignation”—according to worker surveys.

Low job quality has also fallen disproportionately on workers of color and female workers. Structural racism’s persistent influence means that Black workers and families are more severely affected than other groups. Female workers’ prospects have also been dimmed by discrimination and occupational segregation into traditionally lower quality jobs. Median household income is highest for white people and is lower for Hispanic people (by 26%) and Black households (by 39%). Female workers’ median earnings are 27% below those of male workers. And the working poor—because they rely more than other groups on industries endemic with poorer quality jobs, even in prosperous times—suffer some of the harshest impacts.

A Note on Job Quality

There are many job quality frameworks. We are using a definition developed by the EOP in partnership with the Families and Workers Fund. It draws on a synthesis of work on the topic and taps into a series of discussions with cross-sector leaders, focus groups with hourly workers, and feedback from a range of individuals and organizations.

This definition frames job quality around three principles that a job should fulfill: basic economic stability, opportunity for economic mobility, and equitable treatment and respect, including the ability to alter and improve working conditions and contribute to organizational effectiveness. Workplace culture that provides equitable treatment to all working people, regardless of race, gender, ethnicity, religion, country of origin, or any other demographic characteristic, is a fundamental component of job quality. We emphasize this principle here in recognition of the long history and current state of working conditions in which diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) are so often absent or inadequate. In the context of procurement, there is a history of including DEI goals with respect to business owner identities. With this definition of job quality, reforming public procurement to incorporate job quality considerations would extend the DEI goals beyond business owners to workers as well to foster equitable inclusion in high-quality employment opportunities. The figure that follows depicts our job quality framework.
Some elements of job quality may be more easily measured than others. All are important—although some individuals may prioritize differently if forced to make trade-offs. It is important to measure job quality. Although measures are likely to be imperfect, recognizing what they might miss—in addition to what they can capture—can help employers select and use them to improve job quality. Further, jobs are not easily divided into “bad” and “good.” They can be better or worse along multiple dimensions. In the figure, we have the dimensions of job quality arrayed in a circle with shading to illustrate this nonlinear continuum; such treatment also makes clear that there are a variety of avenues for improving job quality.

The Power of Public Procurement

Public procurement at the federal, state, and local levels now exceeds $2.1 trillion annually. This extraordinary level of spending has a massive economic impact as it courses out from agency budgets to vendors of goods and services.

There seems to be surprisingly limited attention to and advocacy for reforms to public procurement systems relative to the size of the potential impact such changes may have. According to Bloomberg Government, federal contract spending rose steadily over four years and was forecast to exceed $600 billion in fiscal year 2020—a robust 6% rise over FY2019. The 90,000 units of US local and state governments spend an estimated $4.1 trillion annually. And $1.5 trillion of those budgets goes to purchasing goods and services through procurement. With US gross domestic product at $24.5 trillion as of the first quarter of 2022, public procurement is equivalent to 8.6% of GDP.
Fiscal stimulus was one focus of the 2020-21 federal response to the pandemic and recession. Spending increased, and tax changes were made to drive demand for goods and services, reduce unemployment, and create more jobs. In 2020, Congress authorized $3.5 trillion in new spending, including $2 trillion alone in the CARES Act (Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act). Much of this spending necessarily focused on immediate help. But there was more to be done.

In 2021, infrastructure investments were a key to improving the economy in the nearer term and to “making our economy more sustainable, resilient, and just” in the longer term. The new Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act (also commonly known as the Bipartisan Infrastructure Law), enacted on November 15, 2021, marks the largest boost in infrastructure investment in nearly a century. The new law increases infrastructure spending over five years by $550 billion. The plan will repair and build “hard infrastructure,” such as roads and bridges, public transit, airports, railways, water systems, and broadband capacity, and help as well to address climate change and other environmental issues.

This historic public investment will transform—from appropriations enacted in the Capitol’s marble meeting rooms to shovels in the dirt—our communities via federal, state, and local government procurement systems. This rising tide of investments offers significant opportunities to incentivize and reward companies that offer higher job quality to a diverse and inclusive workforce. Budget deficit and inflation concerns may affect future public-sector infrastructure spending. However, existing commitments, together with ongoing public procurement for this effort and others, present a substantial opportunity for procurement reform to be a powerful lever to advance job quality.

Aligning public procurement to advance job quality is likely to garner strong public support. Good jobs are popular with and important to the American public. Americans believe companies should help workers more. In a 2019 poll sponsored by JUST Capital, 80% of respondents believed that companies do not share enough of their success with employees, and 60% thought companies put shareholders above all else. As for government’s role in helping to create more high-quality jobs, a March 2020 Ipsos/Public Agenda poll found that twice as many respondents strongly or somewhat agreed (49%) that government has this responsibility; roughly 22% somewhat or strongly disagreed. There was also strong and bipartisan support on a range of actions governments could take to encourage quality jobs, with 82% of respondents favoring upgrading infrastructure to create good jobs and boost the economy.

**Public Procurement Systems: An Overview**

Procurement systems are stewards of public dollars. Through procurement systems, federal, state, and local agencies purchase the variety of goods and services the public sector needs to operate. This paper focuses specifically on procurement done through a bid system, in which multiple vendors compete for a government contract and a vendor is selected based on a set of criteria that are intended to ensure taxpayer funds are well used.
Public procurement is governed by the accretion of guidelines set by legislative action, detailed implementation regulations, and agencies’ experiences. These frameworks seek to lower costs and to augment accountability with protection against fraud, waste, bias, and corruption. The emphasis on accountability and preventing malfeasance tends to reduce the scope for discretion or innovation in public laws governing procurement. In time, bureaucratic inertia can also become a constraint when agencies and their stakeholders are accustomed to processes operating in a certain way. Businesses that consistently win contracts have mastered a complex system and have a strong incentive to resist reforms. Government leaders, procurement officials, and suppliers all may lament the slow pace, complexity, and inefficiencies of procurement systems, but that does not necessarily equate to a desire for change. The entrenched status quo presents real obstacles to reform.

In both public and private procurement processes, proposal assessment and selection typically consider costs as a key factor. That encourages the award of contracts to the least expensive supplier deemed capable of fulfilling the need. Since the early 1800s, governments in the US often made purchases through relatively simple, lowest-bid processes of publicly advertised competition. These “lowest-cost” or “lowest responsible bidder” approaches require setting a minimum qualification threshold for suppliers and issuing awards based on the proposed costs of qualified suppliers. In lowest responsible bidder systems, incorporating additional social and economic considerations such as job quality and diversity within the bidding firm would generally be discouraged outright.

Over time, however, traditional lowest-cost procurement standards broadened to consider factors beyond price alone. Governments increasingly recognize that best value procurement (BVP) methods can ultimately improve the way they conduct business. To ensure wise spending and good performance from public procurement, overall value becomes more important than lowest purchase price. BVP means evaluating purchase options including, but extending beyond, price alone. Typically, this effort involves weighing long-term value, evolving technologies, customer service, or other factors, and may also consider factors beyond price that can contribute to the total cost.

BVP is common in public procurement (as well as many private-sector decisions). Federal procurement is guided by the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR), and BVP is allowed under FAR and federal statute 10 USC Section 2304. At the state level, a recent survey of procurement offices shows that BVP has replaced lowest-price requirements in all but three states. How far local officials have gone in adopting value-based or BVP approaches is harder to gauge, but it appears that they are becoming more common.

The BVP process can be summarized as including four phases: preparation, selection, clarification, and execution. Contract specialists looking to guide procurement toward best value first identify the options, then select relevant factors, and finally assign weights to these factors. These officials assess such factors as quality, quantity, time, place, source, price, and risk. Other considerations may include reliability, past performance, and environmental, social, or economic benefit.

BVP systems afford more opportunities to consider factors such as job quality and race and gender equity in employment. Initiating the processes and criteria to weigh these issues,
however, may be sensitive for stakeholders and technically challenging as well. Disputes or appeals of public procurement decisions happen regularly and are costly and time consuming to public agencies and bidding firms alike. Expanded consideration to encompass the quality of jobs and job equity at the worker level should account for how such expansion might increase administrative burdens, risks, and costs.

**Precedents for Improving Job Quality and Diversity through Procurement**

Requirements on government procurement to attend to socioeconomic goals have a long history. Since the late 19th century, public procurement in the US and other countries has been aligned to socioeconomic objectives. The New Deal jobs programs as well as minority-, women-, and veteran-owned business set-aside initiatives are prominent US examples.

Over the past century, some legislators, policymakers, and advocates have worked to ensure more government procurement spending goes to create or support quality jobs. A variety of measures were adopted, such as prevailing wages and benefits laws as well as provisions to prevent discrimination, support equal pay, and ensure that workers can
exercise their right to form unions. Other public procurement requirements target commitments to minority- and women-owned enterprises.

This section reviews precedents in public procurement that address aspects of job quality as well as DEI. Two policy proposals—one federal and one state—that would make strides toward requiring assessment and disclosure of aspects of job quality and DEI are also considered.

Examples of Procurement Policies and Practices that Promote Job Quality and Equity

Although altering procurement practices may be difficult, it can be done. There is precedent for establishing policies to pursue goals related to job quality and some forms of equity. Methods include improving standards of compensation, ensuring women and minority groups are involved, and requiring tax dollars to be spent within specific jurisdictions. Examples of these approaches are described below.

Wage Protections

Wages are a key aspect of job quality. Prevailing wage laws (PWLS) adopted at the federal level, and also in force in about half of the states and in some municipalities, are among the oldest labor market policies. They aim to prevent the public sector’s purchasing power in construction and other markets from undercutting wages and benefits in a community. Under some public contracts, covered employers must pay the wages and benefits in local labor markets for comparable work on similar projects. Compensation follows this prevailing rate, but a lowest-bidder or BVP system is also maintained. Although PWLS such as the Davis-Bacon Act have detractors arguing for repeal or revision, a national study of the construction industry over a decade compared states without a PWL or weak laws to states with effective PWLs. It found that average wages were higher by 1 to 2% for workers in strong PWL states. PWLS had neither a positive nor a negative impact on total construction costs or industry growth.

The Davis-Bacon Act is perhaps the most widely recognized PWL. It applies to contractors and subcontractors performing on federally funded or assisted contracts exceeding $2,000 for the construction, alteration, or repair of public buildings or public works. Laborers and mechanics employed under the contract must be paid no less than the prevailing local wages and fringe benefits for corresponding work on similar projects in the area. The law benefits workers and firms that offer higher quality jobs. But compliance entails complexity—particularly for firms new to federal contracting. Beyond construction, the Service Contract Act (SCA) applies to procurement contracts “where the principal purpose is to furnish services.” Covered employers must also pay service employees no less than the wage rates and fringe benefits found prevailing in the locality or the rates contained in a predecessor contractor’s collective bargaining agreement. Combined, these PWLS cover much of the work under contract or aided by federal funding. For those contracts, the effect
is to dampen the influence of wages as a source of arbitrage as an advantage in winning contract bids.

**Minimum Wage for Federal Contracted Workers:** Under the Federal Property and Administrative Act, the president may use executive orders to promote economy and efficiency in federal contracting. Presidents have relied on this authority to influence employment practices of federal contractors. For example, President Obama used an executive order in 2014 to raise the minimum wage for contracted workers to $10.10 per hour. The 2014 order also indexed the wage requirement to inflation. Requirements that contractors provide workers with paid sick and family care leave followed in 2015. Through executive order, President Trump rolled back the minimum wage coverage for seasonal and recreational employees. Other provisions raising the minimum wage and indexing it to inflation remained in force. In April 2021, President Biden set a $15 minimum wage for workers employed under federal contracts, indexed the increase to inflation, and eliminated the tipped wage, also known as subminimum wage. However, the new policy implicitly recognizes that federal procurement changes unfold over time. The minimum wage was implemented in new contracts as of March 30, 2022, and the tipped minimum wage is not set to be eliminated until 2024. While federal executive authority can improve job quality for workers under federal contracts, gains may be reversed according to shifts in political priorities and ideological orientations.

**Promoting Racial and Gender Equity**

Goals to advance the economic inclusion of women and racial and ethnic minorities have been a regular feature of public procurement systems. These provisions applied to federally funded construction projects and other large contracts for more than 50 years. Some state and local governments followed closely with similar efforts. Revisions in 1978 to the Small Business Development Investment Act expanded assistance and shifted the focus from businesses that created jobs for disadvantaged groups to preferences for small, minority- and women-owned business enterprises (MWBEs) and other “disadvantaged” businesses. In 1988, Congress authorized for the first time governmentwide procurement goals of at least 20% for small businesses and 5% for disadvantaged firms. In 1994, Congress expanded the 5% minority procurement goal to specifically include businesses owned by women.

Disparities in procurement awards to MWBEs continue, however. A 2016 analysis of a range of studies concluded that the “needle has not moved” much in overcoming disparities. In the 27 years since the adoption of the goal for women-owned businesses, the goals are only infrequently achieved. Across the federal government, the 5% goal was achieved in FY2019—but only for the second time since it has been tallied by the US Small Business Administration. Significant changes in outcomes from procurement systems can take far more time than policymakers who champion those new targets anticipate. In 2021, the Biden Administration boosted the goals. In remarks memorializing the 100th anniversary of the Tulsa race riot, President Biden announced his intention to increase federal procurement with disadvantaged small businesses by 50%—an additional $100 billion—over five years.
Ensuring Spending Benefits Specific Areas or Groups

Community Benefits Agreements: Either before or after a public procurement award, a community benefits agreement (CBA) can help define and target how the investment and the recipient firm can improve job quality and access to jobs or training for groups in the community. A CBA is typically negotiated between a developer or employer and the community, and it outlines the benefits that the employer or project will provide to the community or to identified groups. In return for this commitment, the community supports approval of the project and may have an ongoing relationship to assist an employer or developer in specific ways.

Jobs to Move America (JMA) illustrates how CBAs work. JMA is a strategic policy center working to transform public spending and corporate behavior to advance toward a fair and prosperous economy with good jobs and a healthier community. Public funding for public transit and transportation projects is JMA’s leverage point; the objective of these efforts is to secure CBAs that help ensure job quality, local hiring, training opportunities, and pathways for manufacturing jobs for underrepresented and underserved communities. For example, a legally binding CBA between JMA, SMART Local 105 (a local affiliate of Sheet Metal Workers International Association), and BYD Motors covering the Lancaster, California, plant, which builds electric buses, was created in 2017 and renewed in September 2020.

The plant employs more than 400 union workers. BYD Motors, among the world’s largest electric vehicle manufacturers, agreed to invest in an apprenticeship and training program. The company also accepted a goal to hire 40% of its workers from populations facing significant barriers to employment—such as veterans and returning citizens. Groups historically excluded from the manufacturing sector, such as women and African Americans, will also be recruited and placed. The company exceeded its goal under the CBA of recruiting and hiring 40% of its workers from the targeted groups and worked with partners to tackle employment barriers such as language access and transportation. With the upswing in CBAs connected to infrastructure funds, the work of organizations like JMA to tie economic development or procurement projects to CBAs is an example other are likely to follow.

Madison BVP and Labor Provisions: The Wisconsin municipality has used BVP since 2008. Within BVP, the city also considers aspects of job quality and training availability. The ordinance requires that contract selection over a threshold amount must consider wages paid, workforce diversity, and the availability of apprenticeship positions. Contractors who demonstrate that they meet the requirements may be “prequalified”—an important advantage in the procurement process—to bid for future projects.

“Made in America” Executive Order: In the first weeks of the Biden Administration, the president issued a new executive order to boost demand for American products, materials, and services by $400 billion. Considered part of then-candidate Biden’s promise to create good jobs for workers, the initiative aims to generate more domestic manufacturing jobs. Manufacturing jobs, however, may not be good jobs and may not be available to many. The administration has not yet authorized job quality, DEI standards, or reporting requirements for the “Made in America” initiative.
Policies to Improve Disclosure of Information on Job Quality and Equity

Job quality is a material consideration for public procurement. The public interest extends to supporting quality jobs because this element aligns with better performance by companies working on procurement contacts. Constituents also believe that government and employers should do more to improve job quality and employment equity. In addition, creating more good jobs should also limit the expenses for public benefits that many working people in low-quality jobs are forced to rely on. A recent proposal from the California Future of Work Commission prompts disclosure on job quality and equity from large firms in the state.

California’s Proposed “Uplifting Employers That Advance Job Quality Act”: Chartered by Governor Newsom, the California Future of Work Commission aimed to “develop a new social compact for California workers based on an expansive vision for economic equity that takes work and jobs as the starting point.” The commission’s charge included recommending ways to promote better job quality, wages, and security. Upon the release of the commission’s report, discussions led to new legislative proposals. For example, the proposed California “Uplifting Employers that Advance Job Quality Act” would create an employer certification program to “incentivize exemplary behavior by businesses and develop a new social compact for workers based on an inclusive vision in which everyone shares in economic growth.” Very large firms with 1,000 or more employees in the state would collect and report job quality and diversity metrics for assessment. Categories of data submitted annually would include the following:

- Number of full-time, part-time, hourly, and salaried workers
- Pay, hours, benefits, and scheduling
- Percentage of salaried manager positions filled by internal promotion
- Ratio of nonsupervisory employees to contractors and temporary workers
- Safety
- Annual turnover rates
- Equity measured as pay ratios across groups and share of salaried managerial positions held according to race, ethnicity, and gender

The examples in this section illustrate how procurement and other policies could advance job quality and DEI. There’s still much room for greater progress. The Century Fund concluded that the potential of public procurement to advance social goals has not yet been tapped, noting that the federal government “has never followed a systematic, comprehensive use of procurement policy tools.” Despite the potential in leveraging public purchasing power, “this spending has not been robustly tied to key economic and social challenges.” Although some states and local governments have innovated in these areas, much more can be done at all levels to better align public procurement with the commitment to improve job quality and job equity.

Some public procurement experts express concern that linking contract awards to “less objective and measurable criteria” may discourage bidders in some circumstances from competing. Construction contractors, for example, may have significant costs in estimating a project, preparing a bid, allocating finite bonding capacity, and other requirements.
Confidence in the process and metrics is a factor that may influence whether a firm will incur the costs to submit bids.\textsuperscript{72}

**Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) and Disclosure on Human Capital (HC):** ESG investing\textsuperscript{73} and disclosure on HC issues might seem to be distant from efforts to achieve impact through public procurement. However, these topics are essential, because developments in ESG and HC reporting will influence procurement in the public sector and beyond by molding definitions, measures, and reporting protocols. As the ESG field develops and shapes the policies of publicly traded corporations, common practices and standardized metrics will be likely be applied in public sector impact procurement initiatives. What is measured matters. For example, Harvard Business School Economist Rebecca M. Henderson argues that “accountants hold the key to saving civilization. Even tiny changes in accounting rules can change behavior in profound ways.”\textsuperscript{74} Much of Henderson’s book addresses shortcomings she sees in ESG measurement and offers recommendations for improvement. A key challenge is that the social impact included in ESG is described in varying ways: as social issues, labor standards, human rights, social dialogue, pay equity, workplace diversity, access to health care, racial justice, data security, industrial relations, or supply-chain issues.\textsuperscript{75} At its core, however, the “S” includes the treatment of a company’s workers and the people or institutions outside of it. And treatment of workers is also crucial in influencing procurement.

In recent years and accelerating in 2022, the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) has considered human capital disclosure requirements for companies under its jurisdiction. Then-Chairman Jay Clayton noted in August 2020 that the SEC’s new provision would begin to modernize public company disclosure rules “essentially for the first time in over 30 years.”\textsuperscript{76} The SEC’s approach in 2020, however, involved more soft guidance than rigorous prescription. For example, covered companies apply their judgment (without SEC guidance) in describing any HC measures and any HC objectives that the firm focuses on in managing its business. Key terms—such as “human capital” and “issues in managing the business”—were not defined.\textsuperscript{77} In fact, little changed in the reporting on HC issues: “Some filers provided only a single paragraph...some took three pages... and the average length was one full page.”\textsuperscript{78} Most information was qualitative, and specific data were typically limited “to underscore and explain one or more portions of the narrative.” However, the new SEC leadership is signaling that further action on disclosure rules is likely. In May 2021, SEC Chair Gary Gensler announced that a new rule on disclosing HC metrics would soon be proposed.\textsuperscript{79} The commission has been collecting comments on a petition for rulemaking to require disclosure on these issues,\textsuperscript{80} and there is some indication that release of a proposed rule may be targeted for the first half of 2023. Any SEC action on HC disclosure requirements will merit close consideration, because it may have implications for procurement initiatives across sectors.\textsuperscript{81}
Principles and Ideas for Public Procurement Reform

The size and scope of public procurement spending, including the 2021 adoption of a historic increase in federal infrastructure investments, suggest it should be a focus for reforms. Reforms should align with a commitment to achieving socioeconomic goals—specifically, improving the quality of jobs for working people and ensuring equitable access to desirable employment opportunities. As businesses with higher job quality and diversity tend to outperform their peers, this social goal can be advanced while also maintaining and likely improving value delivered for public agencies and taxpayers. The following principles and ideas are intended to spark discussion and inform procurement system changes that incentivize job quality and equity.

**Accuracy and Efficiency of Analytics and Reporting:** A system to define job quality and employee diversity, and the metrics for tracking both elements, could rely on bidding firms to generate the data, conduct the required analytics, and report the results. This approach would entail specifying many details of the analytics and relying on firms that have a stake in the outcome to conduct the calculations and to report them accurately. A better approach is to require bidding firms to report the required data through a secure system operated by the public agency or a third-party independent vendor. This system would standardize and automate the analytics and allow for the results to be shared with both the bidding firm and the procurement agency. In our experience, this approach significantly reduces the time commitment and reporting burden for employers. It is also conducive to minimizing errors in calculation or analysis that could significantly alter firm-level results. Finally, secure systems provide the underlying data to the procurement agency for potential auditing or investigation of inaccuracy or fraud.

1. **Metrics Should Assess Outcomes for Workers Instead of Employer Inputs or Practices.** Outcome measures focus on ends that matter rather than on the means to those ends. Although assessments of process shifts or a performance of a specific activity are indirect measures of changes to the status quo, such appraisals may not capture whether the intended result was achieved. For example, employer-provided training might be expected to lead to outcomes such as improved workplace safety, productivity and earning, employee retention, internal advancement, or other goals. Employer-provided Training activity may be measured by variations in training budgets or by the number of employees participating in or completing training. But such I measures will not reveal whether any change was achieved in the desired outcomes of improved worker safety, higher worker earnings, greater rates of internal promotion, or other goals. Prioritizing outcomes has two advantages: it clarifies the intended goals but does not require a specified path for achieving them. This flexibility incentivizes employers to find the better pathways to
achieving desired worker outcomes. What works for one business may not be the best approach for another. One employer may improve worker safety through better training, while another may do so by redesigning a production process. A third may realize that what it needs is improved communications protocols. As the business maxim goes, “only what is measured gets managed.” Measurement efforts in public procurement need to prioritize outcomes rather than the activities that may or may not achieve them. Specific outcome measures are recommended in the next section.

2. **DEI Metrics Are Essential to Job Quality Assessments.** In too many occupations and sectors, job quality is low because societal norms and accepted practices devalue work done by women and people of color. The economic toll is very high. A San Francisco Federal Reserve study concludes that US GDP is reduced by $2.6 trillion annually due to race and gender disparities. More consequential, albeit less quantifiable, is the moral cost and loss of trust in institutions from such continued inequitable treatment. Progress on DEI can be accelerated when it is combined with measuring and improving job quality. Improving job quality will help reduce long-standing social divisions that tend to pit demographic groups against one another for access to a scarce pool of decent-quality jobs. So, public incentives should drive employers to enhance job quality and inclusivity at the same time. Improvements in hiring practices that result in a more diverse workforce should not result in that workforce being paid less or other diminishments in job quality, as has too often been the case. Job quality and inclusion metrics should capture employment equity outcomes at all levels of an organization, not solely in its frontline workforce or in its ownership.

The data needed for such assessments are readily available from bidding firms. However, small firms with few employees may encounter some practical difficulties disaggregating data by demographic group. Tailoring reporting requirements according to firm size, however, makes clear that DEI performance is important, and that data will be examined more closely as firms grow.

In implementation, procurement systems may need to consider the relative treatment of a firm that has higher job quality overall but a lower job quality for the diverse segments of its workforce, when compared with a firm with the opposite results. The choice highlights a possible tension; an algorithm can set scoring or rating guidance by adjusting point awards or weighting these factors. The assessment for a bidding firm with good overall job quality should be adjusted downward where job quality is not provided equitably to workers of color and women. The overall rating or score of companies should be boosted where the employer is achieving more comparable job quality across the race, ethnicity, and gender groups. It will take experience to assess the relative weighting of these factors that works best to incentivize equitable job quality improvement, but that can begin only with bidding firms reporting the data to public procurement systems.

3. **Measures Must Be Easy to Report and Understand.** A few precisely defined outcomes that can be consistently reported from data that employers already regularly collect are superior to a more complex set of metrics. Data and analytics that are understandable and that align with a clear set of goals are an advantage in gaining acceptance among contract
competitors, administrators, the public, and others. Bidding firms must understand the new reporting criteria and marshal an internal capacity to report new information. A simple set of measures that draws on data that employers already collect avoids straining firms’ capacity, and a system with a limited number of metrics minimizes opportunities for evasion or obfuscation. Before they can be fully supportive, elected leaders and the public must also understand the intention of these changes. Job quality and equity have a great impact on people’s lives and livelihoods. A few key measures that unmistakably align with the expectation of improving the lives of working people will be easier for busy public officials to understand, explain to their constituencies, and support.

4. **Outcome Metrics Should Assess Worker Earnings, Retention, and Advancement.** Many factors influence job quality, but as noted previously, a simple set of measures is needed. Earnings, retention, and internal advancement correlate well with key components of job quality: economic stability, economic mobility, equity, respect, and voice.

**Earnings:** Wages and salaries are a key contributor to economic stability, a critical component of job quality. In addition, earnings are often correlated with other components of job quality that contribute to economic stability, such as adequate benefits packages. This measure is also already in use in procurement in the public sector—for example, by requiring a higher minimum wage for employees of federal contractors and an adherence to PWLs. But more should be done to steer procurement funding toward high-road employers that pay sustainable wages. The Working Metrics approach to workers’ earnings has two advantages. First, it focuses on gross pay without complications that would also require much more data at the individual-worker level on pay rate and hours worked. Second, earnings are already reported to the unemployment insurance system and, as such, are easy for employers to access, report, and analyze. However, hourly pay is an alternative to relying on earnings and would make the most sense where a higher wage standard is to be encouraged through procurement. For example, a bidding firm might be required to report the number or share of workers paid less than a living wage in their region or to document that the employer complies with a state or local minimum wage that exceeds the federal wage requirement or minimum wage for employees of federal contractors’ standards.

**Retention:** A direct measure of workers’ sense of dignity, agency, and respect in the workplace would be challenging to implement, but these issues are nonetheless critical to job quality. An indirect indicator of problems in workplace culture, however, is turnover. Workers do “vote with their feet,” moving away from poorer jobs and toward higher quality opportunities—and stay longer. This was particularly true during the recovery from the 2020 recession (the so-called Great Resignation). Low-road employers and poorer-quality jobs see low retention rates compared to peer firms. Bureau of Labor Statistics data demonstrate that job tenure with the current employer is lowest for occupations associated with poorer job quality. Shortest tenure was found for food preparation (1.9 years), health care support (2.8 years), personal care (3.1 years), retail sales (3.3 years), warehouse/transportation (3.3 years), services (3.4 years), and sales and office occupations (3.7 years). Tenure was highest for management, professional, and business occupations (4.9 years). Higher retention and lower quit rates are found at businesses that offer higher job quality. This measure is an important gauge of whether a firm is offering higher or
lower quality jobs. Retention rates also can be defined in detail, and businesses have ready access to data to calculate and report their rates. Context is key, however, as retention and turnover vary significantly by industry. The Job Opportunity and Labor Turnover Survey (JOLTS), conducted by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, contains data that can be used to benchmark industry segments. The retention and turnover rates reported by bidding firms in the same industry segment can be simply compared. If the competitors span business sectors, benchmarks can be derived to give further context and allow adjustment, if appropriate, to the ratings or scores.

Internal Advancement: Opportunities for upward mobility also are a critical component of job quality. Workers value professional development opportunities. In a May 2022 Conference Board survey of employers and employees 58% of workers said they were likely to leave their company if they don’t get professional development opportunities. The figures were higher for Black, Latinx, Asian, younger workers, and particularly female workers. Training and skill development are valued, but the tangible benefit of actual advancement—rather than training to possibly progress—matters to workers. Changes in title, occupational category, and job responsibilities could all be advancement indicators. In our experience, however, these indicators would be challenging to measure and assess consistently across firms. Within industries and even within the same employer, we’ve noted inconsistencies in titles, pay rates, occupation designation, and work responsibilities. That challenge is compounded by data availability and reporting hurdles. This information may be available for some employers from their HRMIS. But for many other businesses—particularly small and medium firms—there isn’t a database to readily draw on. A raise in pay or earnings is an outcome associated with worker advancement. Based on earnings/pay data, a practical advancement measure could be the share of workers who received equal to or more than 1.5 times the average wage increase across all workers; a 7.5% jump would be the threshold when the average increase is 5%.
**Gaming Metrics and Rating Systems:** There are challenges to implementing a workable and low-burden system of measures and ratings around job quality and employee equity. And just as in other systems, some companies bidding for public procurement contracts may be expected to try to “game the system.” The phrase generally means to exploit or manipulate the rules to one’s advantage. It does not extend to falsifying information or outcomes; that would be addressed by prohibitions and penalties that already exist in public procurement for fraud, dishonesty, and abuse. Rather, in these cases, firms follow the rules—but not in a fashion that they were meant to be—or firms obscure the facts. Consider two firms competing for a contract to deliver manufactured goods. Company A may undertake all the production and efforts related to the contract through its own workers. Company B may rely significantly on workers who are not direct employees, such as people employed by a temporary firm or other contractor company. Company B’s strategy in many cases could make it appear to offer higher quality jobs if positions with lower pay, higher turnover, and few chances for advancement are categorized separately from the firm’s employees. This matter could be addressed by requiring disclosure of such data during the selection process and monitoring changes during the performance of the contract.

5. **New Systems for Assessing Job Quality and Diversity Must Minimize Reporting Burdens by Maximizing the Use of Employers’ Existing Data.** To facilitate participation and address potential resistance among businesses that bid for public contracts, the reporting burden should be minimized to the greatest degree possible. The principle of simplicity facilitates the principle of low burden, but it is worth considering reporting burden in its own right. Implementing job quality and DEI assessments should emphasize the use of data most employers already have on hand. All but the smallest businesses use HRMIS or payroll processing software. These systems can report worker identification codes along with earnings or wage rates. These systems facilitate required reporting, such as the reporting on earnings that employers must make to their state unemployment insurance administrators. In terms of equity data, businesses with more than 100 workers are required to report annually to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) through Form EEO-1. US businesses with 100 employees or more account for just over 67% of all employment. Employers’ EEO-1 includes summary-level data for covered groups. To generate those summary reports, however, employers must have individual worker-level data. We have found that HRMIS makes reporting workers’ race, ethnicity, and gender easier for employers. Smaller businesses without HRMIS data on these factors have also drawn on other sources—for example, hiring and application paperwork, benefits registration, and onboarding files—to fulfill their diversity reporting requirement data without much burden.

6. **Reporting Systems Must Secure Personally Identifiable Information.** Many businesses may well be reluctant to share any more information than is currently required to bid on public procurement requests. Corporate officials are also hesitant to share employee-level
data even if the data are anonymized. For example, DEI information has long been considered sensitive. Even the summary-level DEI data employers report to the EEOC are barred by law from public disclosure. A system for ingesting, analyzing, and reporting job quality and inclusion metrics must ensure data security. Software security and data handling protocols should be well documented and presented in ways that are understandable and convincing to businesspeople in general and to their IT security and HR experts.

7. Employer Ratings Might Begin as Confidential to Procurement Agencies and Later Transition to Public Disclosure. Procurement processes commonly protect trade secrets and confidential information from public disclosure. We expect that they will continue to do so. However, business performance data related to job quality or DEI goals do not generally meet the standard of a trade secret, nor do summary data reveal individual confidential information. Nonetheless, it may be necessary at the start to treat this information as confidential unless authorized by the reporting firm. Conversely, this is a good time to question whether employers should be empowered to bar disclosure of information on their job quality and DEI outcomes. Revealing such information should be a significant advantage to firms offering good jobs to an inclusive workforce. Disclosure would incentivize other firms to improve their performance on job quality and inclusion. Concerns that this type of information could make an employer look bad aren’t much of a reason to claim that the firm might be put at a competitive disadvantage. However, when new systems roll out, confidentiality in the early implementation stage can be important to de-risk the process of doing something new and to allow all parties to become comfortable that the system is working as intended. In addition, because this movement to include analyses of job quality—and especially job quality disaggregated by race, ethnicity, and gender in public procurement—is in its earliest stages, it may be expedient to offer confidentiality on the underlying data and resulting analyses. That said, maintaining confidentiality after the system is established should be considered carefully because there is a strong case for public funds being used in ways that are accountable to the principles of job quality and equity in the workplace. As business confidence is established in the use and assessments from this data, the disclosure question should be revisited. A timetable for revisiting this question should signal the intent of the provision and ensure that it is not continually delayed.

8. Pilot Projects Can Demonstrate the Proof of Concept for These Procurement Reforms. Including job quality and diversity considerations in public procurement would entail adopting new policies and practices in a system that can be risk averse. As one idea to begin the change process, public agencies could be required or encouraged to create pilot efforts. Agencies across all government levels contract for services such as janitorial services. This occupation has more than 2.3 million workers but relatively poor job quality; median pay is barely above $13 per hour nationally, and the industry has low retention and high turnover rates. Pilot programs could guide public agencies to phase in use of reformed procurement approaches for these services. The experience gained and any innovations generated can aid further job quality and DEI reporting for janitorial and other contracted services.
Conclusion

Public procurement systems serve multiple purposes, and those have included efforts to achieve socioeconomic goals. The public and public leaders support efforts to boost job quality, diversity, and inclusion. And reforming public procurement with such goals in mind is garnering growing support. Given the scale of spending—more than $2.1 trillion annually—public procurement has great potential to create powerful incentives for change. Procurement requirements and reporting on job quality and DEI would reward exemplary employers and spur others to confront these issues and make improvements. The adoption of the new federal infrastructure bill is the largest investment in these systems in a generation. Over many years, an enormous increase in funds will flow out through procurement systems at the federal, state, and local levels. This puts pressure on adopting public procurement reforms right now.

The path to public procurement reform to expand scrutiny of job quality and diversity and equity may be challenging to negotiate. To alter procurement systems, advocates must overcome inertia and status quo bias, rigidity in laws and implementation, and fulfillment of public accountability requirements. They must also deal with entrenched interests that will claim assessing job quality is too difficult. The data needed are in the hands of employers, and metrics and assessment or rating protocols can be developed to gauge performance by employers. Employers already maintain basic employment and earnings data, as required by the unemployment insurance system, and reporting can be disaggregated by race, ethnicity, and gender to advance inclusion goals. This specific disaggregated data is a strong foundation on which greater detail could be built. Good work has been done in the realm of impact investing to understand and measure publicly traded and other companies’ performance on job quality and inclusion objectives. Given the urgency to build better jobs and address the economic divides of race, gender, and location, now is the time to reform and innovate in public procurement systems.
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